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After a devastating attack on the Northern capital, Prince Raserion has taken everything from

Katelyn Kestrel . . . everything but her will to fight back and save the people of Haven.Out of the

ashes of a burning city, Prince Varion, ruler of the Northern Kingdom, resurfaces, intent on ending

the seven-hundred-year war once and for all. But he canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t succeed without

KatelynÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s help. She has the powerful ability to find anything she seeksÃ¢â‚¬â€•even the

enemy himself, Prince Raserion.While the two armies gather strength for one final showdown,

Katelyn finds herself on the frontlines of war, pinned between right and wrong, friend and foe, life

and death. With HavenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fate hanging in the balance, KatelynÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s struggle will not

only decide her future, but the future of the broken Kingdom of Lastland.
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This series is one of the best kept YA fantasy secrets that has been written over the past 4 years. I

have been a huge fan of this series from the beginning, and feel saddened that it is done. The final

culmination of this ambitious, epic series ends with Lastland. The two immortal princes have been

identified, and they have left a trail of death and loss. Kat has skillfully learned to use her abilities,



and she needs to protect her home, Haven. With an army backing her, to lead a rebellion, will she

make it to save her people in time? With this author's amazing otherworldly storytelling, and

addictive characters she shaped this story and this world into something unforgettable. The

structure, order and precision of the kingdoms and their military were crafted with such vivid clarity. I

truly finished the series in awe, very satisfied with the ending. A.R. Ivanovich please don't let us wait

too long for another amazing series.

I am so sad that this is the last installment to The War of Princes series, but I refuse to believe that

it's the end for Breakwater and the new rulers of Lastland!The whole thing is amazing for me, and it

started off right where the third book left us. It got a bit melancholy for me because it's the last

thoughts before the climax of war, but the ending was just freaking amazing. All of it. It made me cry

(lol) and laugh and overall... I'm just not ready to accept it's over.

This book kept me up till 1AM. Ivanovich has strong talent for creating page-turners and this book is

no exception. I particularly loved reading more about Raserion and Varion's background and

conclusion as well as seeing more demonstration of Kat's inner strength that helps her through

troubled times. I'm in my late twenties and I can only imagine what it's like to read this as a young

adult!

I've read The Hunger Games, the Divergent series, Maze Runner series as well as Harry Potter.

This series by A. R. Ivanovich is as good as good or better than better than most of these books

(though nothing is as good as HP). The series is excellently written with a great story line unlike

others I've read. I happened upon the first book and became an instant fan! This is a great read and

has one of THE BEST endings I've ever read in a series (including Harry Potter)!!! Definitely worth

your time!

See my review for Haven (book one). The series has some great moments, but this last book was

only okay. Book two was my favorite (especially the ending), but it has a new title now (was called

Dragoon when I read it but now is titled Paperglass). Series overall: 3.5 stars.

I'm so sad that it's over. I loved this series. It was a great ending and well worth the wait. I have

already told all my friends to read it. I don't want to spoil anything. This is definitely a series I will

re-read because there are so many strings that weave through all the books. I think I will pick up on



a lot of stuff on the second time. You won't regret getting this series!

I really liked this series, it was engaging and fun to read. I was hooked from the first book till the last

book. It's listed as steam punk and I'm not personally a steam punk fun and it certainly was present

but not an over powering theme.

I loved the entire series and give all four books 5 stars. It is very difficult to find a series this

excellent. I read a great deal of fantasy, paranormal, sci-fi, etc. The entire series was filled with the

themes of good triumphant over evil. I was very surprised that the author seemed shy away from

dealing with it in chapter 12. However, in spite of that, this is an excellent series I would recommend

to anyone.
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